
Former AZ Gov. Janet Napolitano’s “Arizona Mafia” and Doug Ducey: 
Executive Summary 
 
This document describes former Arizona Gov. / Obama-DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano’s 
“Arizona Mafia” political group, and the “Arizona Mafia’s” influence over Arizona Governor 
Doug Ducey. Napolitano’s “Arizona Mafia” is called “the invisible hand that controls 
Arizona politics.” and “the strong-arm of the United States Democratic Party.” They are 
closely connected to Nancy Pelosi and other top Democrats. 
 

 
Named the “Arizona Mafia” in an article that ran July 19, 2013 in the Arizona Capitol 
times, an official newspaper of record in Phoenix Arizona. The “Arizona Mafia” is a group of 
about 20 political operatives loyal to former Arizona Governor/Obama DHS Secretary Janet 
Napolitano. 
 
The “Arizona Mafia” started out as somewhat of a “joke name” when it was first used to 
describe Napolitano’s group in D.C. under Obama (2008-2009). However, over the years the 
name has become more appropriate.  
 
The summary herein, complied from publicly available information, describes Napolitano’s 
“Arizona Mafia”, their strong connections to the ultra-corrupt Mexico-PRI political party, 
and the “Arizona Mafia’s” influence over Arizona Governor Doug Ducey. 
 
Conclusion: 
 
Doug Ducey hopes to cash in for millions of $$, after he is done being Governor of Arizona, 
through his involvement in the new “SkyBridge Arizona” “international port” currently 
being developed at Mesa Gateway Airport in Arizona. 
 
Ducey has not disclosed to the people of Arizona that “SkyBridge Arizona”, which 
he has endorsed, is financed by figures associated with the highly corrupt Mexico-
PRI political party and their frontman in Arizona, Democrat Marco A. Lopez Jr., who 
serves as Senior Advisor to Mexico’s Carlos Slim, and who is a close business partner of 
Cindy McCain. 
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The most corrupt Former President of Mexico in the past 30 years, Carlos Salinas, is well 
known throughout academia and political history for stealing political elections through 
massive fraud. 
 
No one has to convince the country of Mexico that the most corrupt former President in the 
recent political history of Mexico, Carlos Salinas, is North America’s top expert thief when 
it comes to stealing elections through complex electoral fraud. 
 
Salinas famously stole the 1988 election, resulting in 30 years of suffering for Mexico. 
 
In the 1988 election, Salinas’s opponent was winning, until the “computer system crashed” 
late that evening. 
 
When the “computer system” came back online, Salinas was winning the election. 
 
Salinas than proceeded to jail, and torture, his political opponents. 
 
This is a famous story in Mexican political history. 
 
The story of how Carlos Salinas stole the 1988 Presidential Election in Mexico is known by 
all Mexicans and led to 30 years of turmoil and suffering in Mexico. 
 
No one hates former President Salinas more than the Mexican people themselves 
 
Reference: 
Mexico vilifies its most hated ex-president [Carlos Salinas] 
https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Mexico-vilifies-its-most-hated-ex-president-
3089791.php 
 
 
Reference: 
Family Tree - Carlos Salinas | Murder Money & Mexico – PBS 
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/mexico/family/carlossalinas.html 
 
MEXICANS VOTE; FRAUD IS CHARGED (1988) 
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-1988-07-07-8801270580-story.html 
 
Former Mexico President Carlos Salinas is now controlling Arizona Governor Doug Ducey, 
through Arizona Democrat Marco A. Lopez, Jr., an operative in former AZ Governor Janet 
Napolitano’s “Arizona Mafia” political group. 
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Introduction: Who is Marco Lopez, Carlos Salinas’s new frontman in the Arizona 
Democratic Party? 
 
Arizona Democrat political operative Marco Lopez, member of former AZ Gov. Janet 
Napolitano’s “Arizona Mafia,” speaking at the "McCain Institute" last year 
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Who is Jeffrey Peterson, Marco Lopez’s friend who became a public whistleblower about 
Napolitano’s “Arizona Mafia?”  

 
Picture of Jeffrey Peterson and Marco Lopez at Carlos Slim’s main business complex, Plaza 
Carso, in Mexico City in 2014 
According to Twitter posts, technology entrepreneur Jeffrey Peterson, formerly CEO of the 
Quepasa/MeetMe Social Network (50 million members, sold to Senator Rick Scott in 2007), 
was friendly with former AZ Governor/Obama DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano, Marco 
Lopez, and other top members of Napolitano’s “Arizona Mafia” group for about fifteen 
years. Peterson was formerly a top Democrat donor, the #2 donor in the State of Arizona to 
Democrats while Napolitano was Governor there (2003-2008). 
 
Peterson “walked away” from his “Arizona Mafia” Democrat friends several years ago after 
discovering their corruption. Peterson says he is now a political conservative and is the 
“walk away” former member of Napolitano’s “Arizona Mafia.” 
 
Peterson has, for the past two years, publicly disclosed previously unknown information 
about Napolitano’s “Arizona Mafia” group and their connections to Mexico’s highly corrupt 
“PRI” political party. 
Twitter ID: @realjeffreyp 
 
Napolitano’s group, led by former disgraced U.S. Attorney for Arizona, Dennis K. Burke 
who resigned in the Obama-era “Fast and Furious” weapons trafficking scandal, have been 
attacking Peterson in court ever since he departed their group. 
 
In “Fast and Furious,” the Obama government was accused of trafficking weapons to the 
Sinaloa drug cartel in Mexico, through agencies of the United States Federal Government. 
 
The Sinaloa cartel is said to be under the control of Mexico’s most corrupt President in the 
past thirty years, Carlos Salinas and his “PRI” political party. 
 
As demonstrated throughout this document and by significant additional evidence, 
Napolitano’s “Arizona Mafia” political group now works closely with Carlos Salinas and the 
Mexican-PRI political party. 
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Doug Ducey, raised as a humble 'boy scout' who always hoped to strike it rich, was excited 
to meet Mexico's top billionaire, Carlos Slim when Arizona Democrat Marco Lopez started 
working for Slim. 
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Marco Lopez and Carlos Slim in Mexico 
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Marco Lopez, Ariel Picker (Carlos Salinas front man, "the Mexican Elon Musk") and Doug 
Ducey 
 
Picker is providing the funds for development of the "SkyBridge AZ" secret trafficking port 
they are developing in Mesa, AZ. 
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“Ariel Picker” is a figure who has been manufactured by the Mexican PRI political party. 
 
Picker is 100% a Carlos Salinas frontman, as is Marco Lopez, now.  
 
Picker is supposed to be like a “Mexican Elon Musk” type “successful entrepreneur.” 
 
Picker is providing hundreds of millions of $$ to finance the "SkyBridge AZ" secret 
traficking port in Mesa, AZ. No one knows exactly where he gets the funds. 
 
Picker is a thug-frontman for some of the worst figures in Mexico. The Mexican press is full 
of stories accusing Picker of the same. 
 
Picker is loosely described as CEO of a “security firm” in Mexico called “Seguritech” which 
is accused of accepting bribes and unexplainably receiving enormous contracts (hundred-
million-dollar plus) with several Mexican States under control of the Mexican PRI political 
party. 
 
In designing Picker’s “image,” the Mexico PRI political party counts on their belief that 
"Americans don't understand Mexican politics", probably a correct assessment. It works for 
them. 
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Ducey enthusiastically announcing the "Skybridge AZ" project that is secretly funded by 
the ultra-corrupt Mexican PRI political party 
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An astonishing picture…Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey with former Mexican PRI President 
Claudia Salinas, a few years ago 
 

 
 
 
For half or more of Mexico, 50-70 million Mexican citizens, (those who are old enough to 
understand, probably age 35+) this image would be the equivalent – for purposes of 
comparison – as if an American saw Ducey with Saddam Hussein's kids 
 
No one hates the Salinas political family in Mexico more than Mexican Citizens themselves 
 
It's so out of place ... Ducey probably had no idea what he was getting in to, at least at 
first...I'm sure he knows by now 
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Twitter post … Marco Lopez with Claudia Salinas 
 

 
 
This is an astonishing image, as it establishes the link between Arizona Democrat operative 
Marco Lopez (connected to Pelosi, Napolitano, Biden, and many other top Democrats), and 
the Mexico-PRI political party.  
 
Marco Lopez is, at present day, the “political connector” between all of these figures and his 
boss Carlos Slim, and Marco’s influence is quickly growing every day. 
 
It is unthinkable how much power and influence the Mexican PRI political party will have 
(the PRI is said to control Mexican cartels) on the border and in the United States, through 
Marco Lopez and the Democrats, under a potential Biden presidency. 
 

Claudia Salinas is a direct family member of ultra-corrupt former Mexican President Carlos 
Salinas himself 
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Claudia Salinas (pictured above with the current Governor of Arizona, Doug Ducey) runs 
the PRI political party that is famously known by most Mexican citizens as the most 
corrupt in the recent history of Mexico. 

 
 
A long time ago in Mexican political history, Claudia's Dad said he was going to "clean up 
the PRI political party" … Carlos Salinas had him murdered, then over time elevated 
Claudia to run the party under Salinas’s direction. 
 
This is one of the most famous, widely known stories in Mexican political history ... a sick 
and twisted story, most Mexicans and all Mexican journalists know it. 

This is the trifecta that runs everything in Mexico, through front-men. 
 
They have controlled the last 5 Mexican Presidents until Lopez Obrador, who was elected 
as a protest vote against “Salins Puppet Presidents.” 
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Claudia Salinas, Manlio Fabio Beltrones (billionaire), Carlos Salinas (“Mexico’s Saddam 
Hussein”) 
 

 
 
Manio Fabio Beltrones in the middle, he's become a billionaire as Carlos Salinas's top 
mastermind/operative over the years. These are extremely powerful, dangerous people. 
Most Mexican citizens, the overwhelming majority of Mexico, views Salinas himself as in 
the same league as a Vladimir Putin, Saddam Hussein, Gaddafi 
 
It is now widely accepted in Mexico that the most recent ex-President of Mexico, Enrique 
Peña Nieto, was yet “another Salinas Puppet,” he is now accused of money laundering and 
connections to drug cartels by Mexico’s new President, Lopez Obrador. 
 
Marco Lopez, pictured here with Doug Ducey, was Peña Nieto’s “advisor” for the United 
States because Marco Lopez is now the Salinas frontman for the U.S. 
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These are the people currently taking steps to establish control over the Government of the 
State of Arizona. 
 
The Mexico-PRI political party is in the process of systematically taking over Arizona State 
Government through Marco Lopez, the new “Mexican PRI-puppet” / “front man” in Arizona 
who Arizona Gov. Ducey is now answering to. 
 
On information and belief, if Ducey wants to put out a major press release or political 
decision now, he first clears it with Marco Lopez. 
 
Marco Lopez of course clears his every step with the Mexico-PRI political leadership in 
Mexico City. 
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Former Mexico President Carlos Salinas pictured outside his house in Mexico City 
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A well known story in Mexican political history … Carlos Salinas reportedly killed his first 
victim when he was still a child 
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Many more murders and assassinations are attributed to former Mexican President Carlos 
Salinas throughout the recent thirty years history of Mexico. 
 
No one in Mexico needs to be convinced that Carlos Salinas is the most corrupt politician in 
the country, and that he still, today, controls most of Mexico, through his connections to all 
levels of corruption. 
 
Carlos Salinas is said to personally pick the leadership of Mexican cartels. 
 
The Netflix series “Narcos” featured Carlos Salinas as the de-facto head of the Mexican 
cartels. 
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More picture proof of the relationship between Arizona Democrat operative Marco Lopez 
and Claudia Salinas, President of the corrupt Mexico-PRI political party 
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Former Mexican President Carlos Salinas … “An Assassin in the Presidency” 
 

 
 
A brave Mexican journalist wrote this book about Carlos Salinas while Salinas was 
President of Mexico. The title is, "An Assassin in the Presidency.” It is a famous book in 
Mexican political history. 
 
All of Mexico hates former President Carlos Salinas with a passion and they know he is the 
puppeteer behind all of the past 5 Mexican Presidents, (supposedly, until the current one, 
Lopez Obrador, who seems to be anti-Salinas, but who knows) 
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Arizona Democrat operative/former Obama DHS Chief of Staff, Marco Lopez, if not stopped, 
will be the next Governor of AZ after Ducey. 

 
 
Due to Marco's proximity to Carlos Slim, his run for Governor of AZ will be backed by Bill 
Gates, Jeff Bezos, others. Arizona has never seen a candidate for political office with more 
robust financial backing than Marco's campaign will have. 
 
The current Governor of Arizona, Doug Ducey, is beholden to Marco Lopez as he plans to 
retire as governor and then earn millions of $$ working on Marco’s new “Skybridge AZ” 
“international port” with Mexico and U.S. customs in the same facility.  

Screenshots and pictures of Marco Lopez in the media  
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Picture of Arizona Democrat operative Marco Lopez with one of his two bosses, Carlos Slim 
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Marco with Arizona-Mexico Commission Board Member, Victor Flores 
 
Arizona Governor Doug Ducey is currently the Chairman of the Arizona-Mexico 
Commission. 
 
(Victor Flores is pictured on the right) 
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Recording of Victor Flores making a death threat to Jeffrey Peterson 
 
The recording can be heard at the following Twitter link: 
 
https://twitter.com/realJeffreyP/status/1030607364012081155 
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Marco Lopez with Carlos Slim and Marco's former boss at DHS-CBP, Obama CBP 
Commissioner "Border Czar" Alan Bersin. Bersin was Bill Clinton’s college roommate at 
Oxford 
 

 
 
Alan BERSIN, who graduated Yale law school with Hillary Clinton and was Bill Clinton’s 
college roommate at Oxford, is also working on the "SkyBridge AZ" secret international 
trafficking port, where Ducey is hoping to make his millions after he's done being Governor 
of AZ. 
 
As mentioned throughout this document, the new “SkyBridge AZ” “international shipping 
port” is funded by unknown figures in the U.S. (“Ariel Picker”) who are identified by the 
Mexican press as front-men for the ultra-corrupt Mexican PRI political party. 
 
The Mexican PRI is said to control all of the Mexican cartels, drug trade, and other trans-
national illegal activity. 
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The famously ultra-corrupt ex-President of Mexico, Carlos Salinas and Bill Clinton have 
been buddies for a long time. 
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The famously ultra-corrupt ex-President of Mexico, Carlos Salinas was the author of 
NAFTA, Bill Clinton signed NAFTA in to law. 
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All of Mexico knows by now, that the most recent President of Mexico, Enrique Peña Nieto, 
was another Carlos Salinas front-man. Salinas is famous for enacting his agenda through 
carefully placed “front-men” puppets who have a certain “official look” but cannot think for 
themselves. 
 
Peña Nieto is currently under investigation for money laundering and connections to drug 
cartels by the current President of Mexico, AMLO. As are many other Salinas pals. 
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Marco Lopez, due to his connections to former Mexican President Carlos Salinas and the 
Mexico-PRI political party, was Enrique Peña Nieto's advisor for the U.S. 
 

 
 
Marco Lopez was, of course, Enrique Peña Nieto's advisor for the U.S., because Marco is a 
card-carrying, senior member of Carlos Salinas's PRI political party, now. 
 
 
The PRI is in the process of installing Marco Lopez as the next Governor of Arizona, after 
Doug Ducey. 
 
Arizona voters do not understand any of this. It is a carefully protected, sensitive secret, 
probably the biggest secret of the Arizona Democrats. 
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Jeffrey Peterson knew Marco Lopez for about fifteen years and watched every step of his 
rise to political power 
 

 
 
According to his Twitter posts, Jeffrey Peterson knew Marco for a long time. Arizona 
Governor Janet Napolitano asked Peterson to bring Lopez from Southern Arizona where he 
lived to work with her in Phoenix in 2003. 
 
No one was closer or better friends with Marco than Peterson was, as Lopez rose to power, 
during ten to fifteen years. 
 
According to his Twitter posts, Peterson was there when Marco first met Carlos Slim and 
then shortly thereafter when Marco became close with Carlos Salinas. 
 
Peterson says he personally saw the whole thing happen. All of it unfolded over time. That 
he couldn't believe what was happening. 
 
“Marco's Mom used to tell us that the entire problem with Mexico was Carlos Salinas and 
the PRI, that they were the biggest drug dealers in the world. Most of Mexico feels the same 
way.” 
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Another picture of Marco Lopez with Claudia Salinas 
 

 
Marco Lopez pictured with his own mother, and Claudia Salinas. The Lopez’s have sold 
their soul to Carlos Salinas and so has Marco’s friend, Arizona Governor Doug Ducey 
 
Unbelievable picture. She knows, and Marco knows, exactly what's going on here. They 
have all sold out for money. They are sellouts. 
 
The Mexican people would be disgusted by this picture, as would anyone else who 
understood Mexican politics. 
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AZ Governor Ducey is completely compromised by Marco Lopez, former 
Gov. Napolitano's "Arizona Mafia,” and by association the Mexico-PRI 
political party, with high hopes to make millions of the new “SkyBridge 
AZ” secret trafficking port 
 

 
 
And Arizona Governor Ducey? Well, it's safe to say he's completely compromised by Marco 
Lopez, former Gov. Napolitano's "Arizona Mafia," and by association, the Mexican PRI 
political party, led by "Mexico's Saddam Hussein," former President Carlos Salinas. 
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Doug Ducey with billionaire Carlos Slim, in Mexico 
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Arizona Governor Doug Ducey with billionaire Carlos Slim in Arizona 
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Arizona Governor Doug Ducey with billionaire Carlos Slim 
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Arizona Governor Doug Ducey with former Mexico PRI-President Claudia 
Lopez 
 
Claudia was President of the Mexican-PRI political party, known by all Mexican citizens as 
controlled by “Mexico’s Saddam Hussein”, former President Carlos Salinas, at the time this 
picture was taken, a few years ago. 
 

 
 
Most Mexican citizens who are old enough to understand the corrupt Salinas political 
family of Mexico would be disgusted by this picture. 
 
One internet commenter remarked, “I almost feel sorry for Ducey, because he has 
absolutely no idea what or who he’s involved with here …”   “… but then again, maybe he 
does.” 
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The famously ultra-corrupt ex-President of Mexico, Carlos Salinas, and 
Carlos Slim continue to buy up influence in the U.S. with their billions of 
$$ 

 
Throughout Mexico, Mexican citizens believe that Carlos Slim and the ultra-corrupt former 
President of Mexico, Carlos Salinas, are business partners. Slim’s fortune was earned when 
President Salinas “privatized” (gifted) Mexico’s most valuable state-owned monopoly, 
Telefonos de Mexico, to Slim. 
 
Although Salinas-Slim connections have been raised many times in the past by the Mexican 
press, no Mexican journalist dares cover the story any longer. Many have been hanged, 
shot, or otherwise murdered for even touching the story. 
 
As described throughout this document, Carlos Salinas’s crowning accomplishment of his 
corrupt political career is the development of the new “SkyBridge AZ” “international port” 
project at Mesa Gateway airport in Phoenix. 
 
“SkyBridge AZ”, currently being developed by Salinas frontmen Marco Lopez (US) and 
“Ariel Picker” “The Mexican Elon Musk”, promises to be a huge project for the Arizona 
economy. In my opinion, and what millions of Mexican citizens would believe when they 
hear the name Carlos Salinas, is that the “SkyBridge AZ” project is really intended to serve 
a dual-purpose as a gigantic clandestine trafficking port. 
 
AZ Gov. Doug Ducey hopes to cash in and earn millions of $$ working with “SkyBridge AZ” 
when he is done being Governor of Arizona. 
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Final analysis 
 
The PRI's "master plan," the crowning accomplishment of Carlos Salinas's corrupt life, will 
be the completion of the "SkyBridge AZ" secret trafficking port at Mesa Gateway airport in 
Phoenix, developed by Marco Lopez and "Mexico's Elon Musk," PRI front-man Ariel Picker. 
 
No idea how many drugs and how much human trafficking they can move through the 
Mexico-PRI architected “SkyBridge AZ” “international port” with Mexico and U.S. customs 
in the same facility that they've unquestionably designed as "friendly" to their underhanded 
criminal activities. I'm sure it will be unprecedented in U.S. history. 
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Conclusion 
 
You are now up to speed on former Obama DHS Sec. Napolitano's "Arizona Mafia," the 
Mexico PRI political party's "front man in the U.S.," Marco Lopez, and their influence over 
Ducey.  
 
This is 100% correct information; it will survive any amount of investigation or due 
diligence. 
 
It is a super important, sensitive, secret story the Democrats hoped to keep quiet until 
Marco could become Governor of AZ which is in the plans for the next cycle (2022).  
 
Marco will be hard to stop. Aside from his strong financial backing from top Democrats, 
Ducey has helped Marco to line up the entire political apparatus in AZ to usher in Marco as 
the next Governor. 
 
This is good, completely true, information from a former Arizona Democrat political insider 
who was the #2 donor to Democrats in the State of Arizona. 
 
The Mexico PRI political party is on their way to controlling all of AZ State Government, so 
as to protect and continue to promote their new “SkyBridge AZ” “international port”: The 
Democrats, friendly with the Mexican PRI political party, already have both Senators, 
many congressional reps, and soon they will install Marco as the Governor there. 
 
Highly concerning for residents of Arizona, and all citizens of the United States. 
 
Thank you for your attention. 
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Additional references 
 

Articles easily found by Google Searches on the terms: 
“Janet Napolitano” and “Arizona Mafia” 

 
Meet the Arizona Mafia — But Can They Do Anything to Help Emiliano Salinas Avoid 
Indictment? 
 
https://frankreport.com/2020/02/25/meet-the-arizona-mafia-but-can-they-do-anything-to-
help-emiliano-salinas-avoid-indictment/ 
 
“According to the Arizona Capitol Times, “At least 25 Arizonans, mostly from within her 
gubernatorial administration, followed [Janet] Napolitano to Washington D.C., and served 
within the massive U.S. Department of Homeland Security that she has overseen for the 
past four-and-a-half years. Many have moved on to bigger and better things.” 
 
Arizona Mafia is not a fiction – but a group of Democrats from Arizona in DC – and they are 
meddling in NXIVM case 
 
https://artvoice.com/2018/08/02/arizona-mafia-is-not-a-fiction-but-a-group-of-democrats-
from-arizona-in-dc-and-they-are-meddling-in-nxivm-case/ 
 
“The ties are clear, real, and verifiable from multiple sources. The ties of the “Arizona 
Mafia” within the United States Democratic party and their business dealings, social 
friendships, and interests in Mexico suggest and reveal numerous current and past ties 
between the Democratic Party and former Mexican President Carlos Salinas.” 
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Sample potential comments regarding Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey and 
former Arizona Gov. Janet Napolitano’s “Arizona Mafia” political group 
 
The following is a sample of what public comments could look like regarding Ducey’s 
publicly documented promotion of the new “SkyBridge AZ” “international trafficking port” 
in Mesa, Arizona: 
 
“Online researchers have easily identified the unquestionable links between Arizona 
Governor Doug Ducey, who serves as Chairman of the Arizona-Mexico Commission, and 
Arizona Democrat Marco Lopez, who is the new de-facto FRONT MAN for the famously 
corrupt Mexican PRI political party. 
 
Marco Lopez, together with his Mexican-P.R.I. backers, including the most corrupt 
President in the past thirty years of Mexican politics, Carlos Salinas, who stole the 1988 
Mexican election through massive fraud, are developing the “SkyBridge Arizona” project at 
Mesa Gateway airport, which promises to make Doug Ducey RICH after he’s finished being 
Governor. 
 
Doug, what promises have Lopez and his corrupt Mexican-P.R.I. backers made you with 
SkyBridge Arizona for after you’re done as Governor there? 
 
And even more importantly, Doug, why are you allowing Carlos Salinas to install a corrupt 
international trafficking port, with both Mexican and U.S. Customs in the same facility, 
without telling the people of Arizona that Ariel Picker, the source of funding for SkyBridge 
Arizona, is yet another Carlos Salinas puppet? 
 
Doug Ducey, the people of Arizona want to know why you’re involved in 
SkyBridge Arizona without telling them about SkyBridge’s connections to the 
highly corrupt Mexican-PRI political party and Mexico’s most corrupt political 
figure, Carlos Salinas de Gortari.” 
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Reference to stories about the corrupt former President of Mexico, Carlos Salinas 
 
A Chronology | Murder Money & Mexico | FRONTLINE | PBS 
 
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/mexico/etc/cron.html 
 
“1988  Carlos Salinas de Gortari is elected president of Mexico. Many suspect the election 
was rigged and that perhaps Cuauhtemoc Cardenas of the PRD won.” 
 
“1992  Carlos Salinas imposes the first written regulations on DEA officers in Mexico. The 
regulations limit the number of agents in Mexico, designate certain cities in which they 
must live, deny the officers diplomatic immunity, require all information to be turned over 
to Mexican authorities, and prohibit agents to carry weapons.” 
 
“November, 1994  The New York Times later says that on this date the U.S. government 
gave president-elect Zedillo a list of Mexican government officials they suspected of 
corruption or drug trafficking links--people the U.S. presumably did not want appointed to 
positions in the new government. Governors Manlio Fabio Beltrones and Jorge Carrillo 
Olea are both said to be on this list.” 
 
“November 15, 1995  Paulina Castanon, wife of Raul Salinas, is arrested in Switzerland for 
trying to access Raul's safe deposit box at a private bank. She is questioned by Swiss 
investigators who tell her the reason for her arrest was a Swiss suspicion that some of the 
$100 million or more in Raul's foreign accounts was connected to drug trafficking.” 
 
DEA: Carlos Slim is a frontman for the corrupt former President of Mexico, Carlos Salinas 
 
https://www.telesurenglish.net/opinion/The-Mexican-Billionaire-Even-Ex-Presidents-Fear-
Talking-About--20151201-0019.html 
 
“I write “allegedly” the richest person because most of the fortune that is attributed to Slim 
actually belongs to one of Mexico's biggest thieves, former President Carlos Salinas de 
Gortari.” 
 
“The question, however, is why the U.S. and Mexico did nothing to sanction Salinas in spite 
of the US$10 billion he stole [and stealing the 1988 election through massive fraud] 
from the Mexican people.” 
 


